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Year 7 Knowledge Organiser - Autumn 2

Idea

Explanation

Make some flash
cards or PowerPoint
slides. Make top
trumps.

Write down key words, quotation,
questions or equations on one side of
a card. On the other side, write the
definition or answer. Use them to
test yourself.

Just reading through your books or a knowledge organiser is not
always an effective way to revise. Instead, you should do something
with the information. Choose an example of the revision methods on
the pages or see if you can come up with another method.

Make a poster.

The knowledge is evolutionary not revolutionary. Approximately half
the knowledge is new and half helps you revise. Many of the
activities are changing. We hope you enjoy them.

Subject

Page
Number

Subject

Page
Number

Multidisciplinary
Lessons

3

German

22

Art

7

History

25

DT

11

English

27

Food

12

Maths

29

PE

16

RE

32

Science

18

Music

35

Geography

20

Computer science

38

Turn your notes into posters with
lots of colour and illustrations.
Summarising the key information in a
different way is an effective way of
learning and your brain will remember
the colours more easily. Do the title
last!

Draw spider diagrams,
or for the adventurous
mind maps.

Write the topic/keyword in the
centre of your page. Add everything
you know in subtopics. Then explore
each subtopic in turn adding more
ideas. Colour/pictures help you
recall.

Write a song or a rap.

Are there songs that stick your head.
Change the lyrics to the information
you want to learn. If you record and
listen back it will be a more fun way
of revising.

Plan a lesson

If you teach something to someone
else the chance of recalling it is
really high. This has been found to
be the most effective way of learning
something for the long term.

Write a story or comic
strip.

Take the keywords or facts that you
need to learn and turn them into a
story or a cartoon. The sillier the
story the more likely you are to
remember it.

Write a quiz.
Design a game.

Playing is how we learn as young
children and it is a very powerful way
of learning throughout life. If we
enjoy the game it helps us remember.
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Sharing the Love of Reading: 11-16-year olds
1. Can I read
aloud to a
friend or
relative?

7. Can I
discover what
books mean
to someone
else?
8. Can I…
11. Can I
design my
own reading
den?

15. Can I
recreate a
favourite book
or comic cover?

2. Can I hide
a story or
poem to be
found?

4. Can I share
my reading
journey over
the last
week?

5. Can I learn
about a book
from
someone’s
past?

9. Can I
create a
paper chain
of poetry?

10. Can I gain
a ‘7-day
streak’ of
reading?
12. Can I
recreate a
scene/poem
using various
materials?

16. Can I find an
online video of
an illustrator
drawing and
draw along?

14. Can I set
up a news
desk & give a
report?

3. Can I
deliver a
speech from
a character or
public figure?
6. Can I…

13. Can I
read in an
unusual &
unexpected
place?

18. Can I
make my own
mini book?
17. Can I make
an A-Z of
authors, book
titles or favourite
characters?

•What was your favourite part of the book? Why?
•Who was your favourite character? Why?
•What was the most interesting thing you learned from the book?
•Why do you think the author wrote this book?
•Would you have ended the book differently? Did it end the way you thought it would?
•If you could change one thing in the book, what would it be?
•Do you think the book had a good title? What different titles could it have had?
•Can you retell the story in your own words?
•Does this book remind you of anything else you have read? How so?

After reading:

•Who/What/Where/When/Why/How questions
•Will you catch me up on the story? What’s happened so far?
•What do you think will happen next? Why do you think that?
•Why do you think the character did ______________________?
•If you were that character, what would you have done differently in that situation?
•How do you think the character is feeling right now?
•If the book was a TV show, which actors would you cast in it?
•Where is the book set?
•What does the place look like in your head as you read? Would you want to visit there?
•Did you learn any new words or facts so far?

During reading:

•Why did you select this book?
•What makes you think this book is going to be interesting?
•What do you think the book is going to be about (use the cover image, title and blurb for
clues)?
•Does this book remind you of anything else you’ve already read or seen?

Before reading:

Asking and answering questions (in our head and aloud) helps us to be better readers. We
are constantly asking questions to encourage comprehension skills during reading and these
can be broken into three clear sections; 'before', 'during' and 'after' reading.
Here are some examples you can try at home:
(You don’t have to ask every question every time you read, try picking out 2-3 different
questions each time you read.)

Questions, questions, questions…

If you are able to understand a book as you read, but struggle to remember events when
you quiz, ask Miss Ling for a reading reminder sheet.

5 W’s:
What…
Who…
When…
Where…
Why….

Supporting Readers at Home
Open University
research suggests
there are three
important ways to
support readers and
a love of reading.

Children who read, and are
supported as readers,
develop strong reading skills
and do better at school.
Research also shows that
reading aids relaxation and
has benefits for mental
health.

I wonder
if…why…what…
who…

Reading aloud to your children shows
them reading is a pleasure, not a chore.
Older children can also read to younger
ones.
*Reading together doesn’t have to be a
story (recipes, news articles etc. all count
too!)
*If you are not confident in reading aloud,
why not listen to an audiobook together.

Making time to read alongside one another helps
develop children’s reading stamina and interest,
Let them chose what to read and relax together
(you don’t need to be reading the same thing.)
* Where can you ‘fit’ reading in? It could be 10
minutes before tea, when they come home from
school, waiting in the car, before bed etc. You may
find it easier to set a regular time aside, or fit it in
around your other commitments.
Book chats encourage readers.
Invite them to make connections
and share their views. Join in with
your views too! (Please see the
next page for suggested questions
you can ask about any book.)

Adapted from Open University 'Supporting Reading at Home': https://researchrichpedagogies.org/_downloads/Supporting_Readers_at_Home_Poster_.pdf
For more ideas see: https://www/researchrichpedadgogies.org

Year 7 Art Knowledge Organiser:
• At the start of Year 7 we introduce you to the formal elements
in Art such as TONE, FORM, LINE….etc… See next page for full
breakdown of the art elements.
• You learn about how to look properly when drawing and
how to shade effectively. See the diagram below.

•

•
•

You learn a little about why Art is important and why we learn about
it in school.
You learn about the colour wheel and the relationship colours have to
one another.
You learn how to use Art tools and materials in the correct way, e.g.
brushes, paint, ink, clay and oil pastels.
You learn about effective Composition (where to
place something in a picture). See Fish picture
below for good example of this:

Paul Klee

Year 7 Art

Composition

Year 7 Picture Frame– Autumn 2 term
The first project of this year will be a focused
practical task. You will be making a picture frame in
the Academy workshop. The aims of this task is to
be able to use the workshop safely and confidently.
You be following this exploded
drawing carefully. It will explain
what components, tools and
equipment are needed. We will
teach you how to change the blade
of a coping saw safely. Do you
recognise the different tools and
equipment from the ‘how to’
pages?
Can you name the following tools
and explain what they are used
for?

Careers using this knowledge:
carpenter, engineer, product
designer, teacher.

Nutrition
Nutrients

Macro nutrients – Needed in large quantities in the diet
1. Protein
2. Fats
3. Carbohydrates
Micro nutrients – needed in small quantities in the diet
1. Vitamins
2. Minerals
Example exam questions:
Explain three causes of obesity (3 marks)
What is the function of sugary and starchy carbohydrates (2
marks)
Why is protein especially important for children? (2 marks)
What are the functions of fat? (3 marks)
List 5 food sources of plant based protein (5 marks)

Protein

Food sources

Animal –beef, pork, lamb, poultry (chicken, turkey, duck), fish, cheese, butter milk
Plant – beans, chickpeas, lentils, peas, nuts, seeds, found in smaller amounts in some vegetables
such as spinach and broccoli.

Function

Grown and repair of muscles and cells

Carbohydrates

There are two types of carbohydrates, complex and simple. They are also known as starchy
(complex) and sugary (simple).

Food sources

Starchy – bread, rice, pasta, potatoes, bagels, oats, flour, cereal and some vegetables.
Simple – fruit, some vegetables, chocolate, sweets, biscuits, cakes

Function

Starchy/complex carbohydrates are digested slowly and provide long term energy.
Sugary/simple carbohydrates are digested slowly and provide short term energy

Fat

There are two types of fat, saturated and non saturated.
Saturated fats are classed as ‘unhealthy fats’, they are solid at room temperature and are
generally animal based.
Unsaturated fats are classed as ‘healthier fats’ and are liquid or soft at room temperature and
come from plant based sources.

Food sources

Animal –beef, chicken skin, processed meat (sausages, salami, pepperoni), bacon, butter, cheese,
full fat milk
Plant – vegetable oils (sunflower, olive, rapeseed), avocado, nuts, seeds

Function

Keeps us warm (provides insulation), secondary source of energy, protects vital organs and bones.

Flapjack
Ingredients

125g rolled oats
75g sugar
75g margarine

Try
adding..
Nuts
Raisons
coconut

2 tbsp. golden syrup

Equipment
Weighing scales

Measuring jug
Saucepan

1. Pre-heat the
oven to 180°C.
Melt margarine,
syrup and sugar in
a pan. Do not let
the mixture boil.

2. Remove the pan
from the heat and
stir in the oats.

4. Lightly smooth
the top of the
mixture with the
back of your
spoon.

5. Bake in the
oven for 15- 20
minutes

3. Poor the oat
mixture into an
oven proof dish.

Wooden spoon
Skills

Mixing
Melting
Weighing
baking
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Ingredients
1 chicken breast
½ pepper
2 garlic cloves
1 carton of passata
200g pasta
100g cheddar cheese
1tsp mixed herbs
Salt and pepper
1 tbsp vegetable oil
Equipment
Red chopping board
White chopping board
Knife
Frying pan
Grater
Teaspoon
Saucepan
Colander
Skills
Working with raw meat
Chopping
Seasoning
Frying
Grating

Cheesy Chicken Pasta
1. Fill a saucepan over half way with water. Bring to the boil.
When boiling, add the pasta and cook for 12 minutes.
2. Dice your chicken breast on a red chopping board. Cut up your
pepper on a white chopping board.
3. Fry the chicken and peppers for 5 minutes until white. Add
the squeezy garlic and cook for another minute.
4. Add the passata, mixed herbs and salt and pepper. Mix.
5. When the pasta is cooked, drain and add to the sauce. Mix
together well.
6. Pour into an oven proof dish, cover with cheese and bake for
10 minutes until golden and bubbly.
If you already made this dish on the year 6 taster days, you are
welcome to change some ingredients!
You could change the protein, vegetables, or the type of cheese
on top.

Practical Assessment 1: Pizza Toast
Ingredients
2 slices of bread
2tbsp tomato passata
1 pepper
2 mushrooms
1 tomato

25g of cheese
Pinch of mixed herbs

1. Pre-heat the oven
to 180°C. Slice your
vegetables.

2. Grate the cheese.

3. Spread the tomato
sauce evenly on the
bread.

Equipment
Chopping board
Knife

Bake in the oven
for 20 minutes
till golden and
bubbly. ☺

Grater

baking tray
Skills

Slicing
Grating
baking

4. Evenly sprinkle the
cheese on the bread.

5. Evenly distribute
the vegetables and
then sprinkle with
mixed herbs.

FORCES
A force can be a push or a pull, for example when
you open a door you can either push it or pull it. You
can not see forces, you can only see what they do.

Force Diagrams
To show the forces acting on
a body we use a free body
force diagram. A free body
force diagram shows all of the
forces that are acting on the
body. It has arrows that show
the direction the force acts,
the larger the arrow, the
larger the force. A free body
fore diagram should always
have labelled arrows.

When a force is applied to an object it can lead to a
change in the objects
Speed

Direction of movement
Shape (think about a rubber band)
Forces can also be divided into 2 types, contact
forces and non contact forces.
Contact forces for example friction, are caused when
two objects are in contact.
Other forces for example gravity, are non contact
forces. The two objects do not need to be in contact
for the force to occur.

The unit of force is the Newton (N), this is named
after Sir Isaac Newton, who came up with many
theories including those to do with gravity and the
three laws of motion. We measure force using a piece
of equipment called a Newton metre.
Balanced forces
When two forces acting on an object are equal in size but act in
opposite directions, we say that they are balanced forces.
If the forces on an object are balanced (or if there are no forces
acting on it), this is what happens:
•a stationary object stays still
•a moving object continues to move at the same speed and in the
same direction
Remember that an object can be moving, even if there are no forces
acting on it.

Unbalanced forces
When two forces acting on an object are not equal in size, we say that they are
unbalanced forces. The overall force acting on the object is called the resultant force.
If the forces are balanced, the resultant force is zero.

If the forces on an object are unbalanced, this is what happens:
•a stationary object starts to move in the direction of the resultant force
•a moving object changes speed and/or direction in the direction of the resultant force
In the example below, the resultant force is the difference between the two forces:
100 – 60 = 40 N (to the right)

Earth and the
solar system
Keyword

•

Definition

Attraction

When two or more things come together, eg the north
pole of a magnet is attracted to the south pole of a
magnet.

Gravity

The force of attraction between all objects. The more
mass an object has, the larger the force of gravity it
exerts.

Magnetic Field

Area surrounding a magnet that can exert a force on
magnetic materials.

Mass

Amount of matter there is in something. Measured
in kilograms, kg.

Orbit

An orbit is the path that an object takes in space when
it goes around a star, a planet, or a moon.

Repulsion

W hen two or more things are forced apart, eg the north
pole of a magnet is repelled by the north pole of
another magnet.

Season

One of four times of the year (winter, spring, summer
or autumn).

Solar System

The solar system consists of the Sun, with planets and
smaller objects such as asteroids and comets in orbit
around it.

Star

A large mass at the centre of a Solar System (if there are
other bodies present) that produces heat and light, eg
the star at the centre of our Solar System is called the
Sun.

Weight

The force of gravity on an object. Measured in
newtons, N.

Day and Night
The Earth rotates
(spins) round on its axis
once in 24hours. We
spin into the light – day
- and then back out
again – night

The Earth orbits the Sun
once every 365 days.
Planets further out from the
Sun travel more slowly and
take longer to go round
once. The Earth’s axis is
tipped over in space. In
Britain we get different
seasons because
sometimes we are tilted
towards the Sun and
sometimes away.

Weight and Mass

•

Mass is the amount of matter there is in something. It is measured in kilograms, kg. An
objects mass the same everywhere in the universe.

•

Weight is the force of gravity on an object. All forces including weight are measured in
Newtons, N. Gravity is not the same everywhere. So, an object’s weight depends on where in the
universe it is.

•

To work out the weight of an object we do some Maths. Weight

•

(N) = mass (kg) x gravitational field strength (N/kg)

Year 7 Knowledge Organiser:

Global Ecosystems (Biomes)
Topics covered

Key Terms Used in

Key Ideas:
1. I can describe the location of global climate zones (average
weather zones) and biomes

✓ What is an ecosystem?
✓ Types of ecosystem/biomes

2. I can describe the characteristics (what it is like) for deserts and
tropical rainforests (TRF’s)

✓ Locations of biomes
✓ Deserts distribution (where
they are found) and climate

distribution (where they are
found) and climate

3. I can explain how TRF’s are being threatened

✓ Tropical Rainforests
(TRF’s) adaptations

❑ Evaporation

Places and

❑ Recognising/Describing geographical features

Environments

map

✓ Threats to TRF’s

❑ Drawing a climate graph

✓ Protecting TRF’s

❑ Research using ICT

Designed by KMU for Open Academy 2019

❑ Writing a persuasive letter

❑ Rainfall

❑ Adaptations

Skills

❑ Describing a distribution on a global scale

❑ Temperature

❑ Distribution

4. I can suggest ways that TRF’s can be protected

from an image

❑ Biomes

❑ Climate

✓ Deserts adaptations
✓ Tropical Rainforests

this Unit

❖ The Sahara
desert
❖ The Amazon
Rainforest

❑ Precipitation
❑ Lianas
❑ Buttress Roots
❑ Drip Tips

❑ Biodiversity
❑ Cattle ranching
❑ Plantations
❑ Palm Oil
❑ Sustainable

Describe the pattern that shows where Biomes occur
Biomes are giant areas of the planet
that contain similar plants and animal
species living in similar climate
conditions.
Biomes are mainly split by how far North
or South of the equator you go but can
also be disrupted by mountain ranges
and coasts.

A huge ‘convection’ movement occurs in the
atmosphere above the equator. This pushes warm
humid air upwards causing thunderstorms. The air
continues to rise upwards after it has rained and
hits the ‘stratosphere’ forcing it to move left and
right of the equator. This is called the Hadley
Cell.
This same air which is now dry sinks back to the
ground over desert areas. This explains why there
are few clouds and little rain.

Describe the pattern that shows where Deserts occur

Explain the links found in an ‘ecosystem’
The food web is one way that plants,
feed animals (herbivores) who are then
preyed upon by meat eaters (carnivores).
Dead animals are returned to the soil
which feeds growing plants along with
rain and sun.
An ecosystem is the way all of these
elements depend on each other.

Rainforests contain some of tallest trees on earth
(emergents) as well as the most humid, green, biodiverse (life – rich) environments on planet earth.

Give reasons why plants have the adaptations found in deserts

Label the names of the rainforest layers
Explain why rainforests are under threat today
Rainforests continue to be destroyed at devastatingly
fast rates.
Tropical rainforests are the richest ecosystems on
earth in terms of plant and animal species. These
landscapes also play an important role in keeping us all
alive for example by absorbing Carbon Dioxide.

Many of our favourite house plants
originated in desert or ‘arid’ landscapes
(this is why it can be easy to kill them by
over-watering!).

Because rain is in short supply plants
have developed many ways to keep hold
of water. We refer to these differences
as ‘adaptations’. Many are known as
‘succulents’.

German

Autumn 2

Module 2: Familie und Tiere (Family and Pets)
Here is the vocabulary you will need for Module 2.
Remember to listen to the German by copying and pasting the blue codes next
to the speaker icons here. The full address is:

https://www.activeteachonline.com/view

In this Module you will learn how to:

zqkjSAHS

•

talk about pets

•

say what different pets can do

•

talk about family members and ages

•

describe family members

•

talk about birthdays.

LXpXC2Uw

n6KupfrE

German

4eBlvpoK

PYX0ie7M

N8CxZXmV

KdI0x73u

www.textivate.com
Username: openacademy
Password: firstsecond123
Go to 'my resourses' to find
your work.

German

M5aYrRZm
Read the
Strategy
Box for ideas on
learning German
vocabulary.

KdI0x73u
www.quizlet.com: 7H 7O 7P 7E

FKE5t6AJ
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What do Christians believe in the Oneness
of God and the Trinity?

The idea of the Trinity is that there are three
‘persons’, all of which are God. Just as a clover leaf is
made up of what seems to be three separate leaves,
the one God is made up of three ‘persons’ –
God the Father, God the Son and God the Holy
Spirit.
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